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Thank you for using &and COMFY HOTEL. We would like to introduce some shops and even a sakura spot 

around the last stop of the city tram. It is easy to access since you can get there without any transfers! 

【Gohanya Fukurou】Wakaba 1-15-1, Higashi-ku Tel096-240-2051 Closed Sundays and Mondays Opening hours lunch: 11:30am-2pm dinner: 
Tue to Thu 6pm-10pm Fri to Sat 6pm-12am 【Suganoya】Wakaba1-35-1, Higashi-ku Tel096-365-1651 Opening hours 9:30am-6:30pm【Jiei 
tai-dori Avenue】Higashimachi, Higashi-ku 【Ichiren】Wakaba 2-10-22 Tel096-360-1039 Opening hours 9am-6pm 

What’s around the last stop 
Kengun 
machi 

Sakura on Jieitai-dori Avenue Have 
you ever seen Sakura? There are many 
cherry blossoms on the both sides of 
the road. Annual festival is going to be  

This is a horse  
meat speciality shop and 
has a very fresh and ready to eat 
horse sashimi. If you don’t like raw 
meat, we recommend horse meat 
croquettes and minced meat cutlet.  

Ichiren 

Gohanya Fukurou The owner recomm- 
ends Chicken Karaage with sweet  
vinegar sauce. The chicken is very  
tender and fluffy. It is fun to have a 
conversation held on 31 

March. 

Kumamon items are finally on sale! We have key chains, 
reusable bags, and even neck pillows for a flight. 
Please check them out beside the front desk. 

 &and COMFY 
NEWS 

Follow us on Instagram or answer 
the survey to get a free bottle of 
water! Please show us your 
Instagram account following us or 
the end of the page of the survey. 

Instagram survey 

Check out back issues! 
The back issues are available on our 

official website. Have a look and help 

yourself enjoy Kumamoto more! 

*Some back issues are only in Japanese. 

Trivia about &and COMFY HOTEL 
Vol. 9：Kumamon items on sale! 

 

with the 
owner. 

Suganoya  

which has red bean paste and sweet 
potato. This shop is particular about its 
ingredients and has many fans. If you 
are a foodie, you should try one! 

speciality, a steamed dumpling 
Ikinari-dango is Kumamoto’s 
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